Conservation Before Shortage
Proposed Shortage Criteria for
Colorado River Operations

I. Background/Context
The effects of a multi-year drought have had a tremendous impact on storage in the
Colorado River basin. Although above-average precipitation in the Lower Basin has led to small
recoveries in system storage over the winter of 2004-2005, total system storage on the Colorado
River has decreased by more than 40% over the past several years. As a result, there is a real
possibility that the Secretary of the Interior will declare an actual shortage on the lower Colorado
River in the near future. A shortage declaration would reduce deliveries to the Central Arizona
Project (CAP) and to southern Nevada (which are among the first in line for cuts in the event of a
shortage).
The surface elevation of Lake Mead dropped more than 80 feet from the end of 2000
through the end of 2004; Lake Powell dropped by more than 115 feet in this period. The Bureau
of Reclamation’s (Reclamation’s) Riverware model of the Colorado, based on historic flow
records, projects that reservoir levels at Lake Powell could head quickly towards the minimum
power pool if the drought continues, and reservoir levels at Lake Mead could fall below the
elevation of southern Nevada’s upper intakes or remain in a long-term decline that will be
difficult to reverse until Powell begins to re-fill. In addition, the model predicts that even if
precipitation levels returned to average today, it could take 10-20 years for the Colorado River
reservoir system to recover fully (during which time continued development of water supplies in
the Upper Basin will further shrink available supplies). As a result, it is time to begin a longdelayed discussion about the method for defining, mitigating, and sharing shortages on the
Colorado River.
Although the Secretary of the Department of the Interior (Secretary) has the authority to
declare a shortage on the Colorado River, thereby reducing deliveries to some Lower Colorado
River contractors, to date no criteria exist for determining when such a shortage will be declared.
In June 2005, the Department of the Interior (DOI) noticed its intent to begin a public scoping
process for the development of “Lower Basin Shortage Guidelines,” (70 Fed.Reg. 34794). In
2004, DOI initiated a series of technical meetings with the Colorado Basin states to discuss
drought issues, and the seven Basin states met frequently among themselves throughout the
winter of 2004-2005 to discuss potential shortage criteria. Non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) were not invited to participate in these discussions; however, several NGOs with interest
and expertise in Colorado River issues began meeting over the winter to develop an alternative
shortage proposal. These organizations met with Reclamation staff to review the results of
technical modeling runs developed in support of the states’ discussions, and Reclamation has
provided additional modeling data to these interested NGOs in response to their inquiries and to
evaluate potential shortage criteria.
These meetings led to the development of this document, which proposes an approach to
the management of shortages in the Lower Colorado through the implementation of a tiered
conservation program that is tied to the surface elevation of Lake Mead.
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II. Rationale for this Proposal
The basic rationale behind this “Conservation Before Shortage” proposal is that shortage
criteria should attempt to maximize the reliability and predictability of water deliveries on the
Lower Colorado by introducing increased flexibility into the management of river resources when
shortage conditions are imminent.
Principles:
• It is desirable to protect the elevation of Lake Mead at 1050 feet (the current minimum
power pool) to the extent feasible without implementing shortages that would
involuntarily curtail deliveries to Lower Basin users.
•

It is desirable to protect the elevation of Lake Mead at no less than 1000 feet under any
condition in order to protect Southern Nevada Water Authority’s lower intake structures,
as well as the new minimum power pool if proposed low-pressure turbines are installed at
Hoover Dam.

•

It is desirable to avoid shortages in the Lower Basin above 500,000 acre-feet whenever
possible (the approximate level at which shortages would cut into CAP’s deliveries
beyond those currently utilized for water banking).

•

It is preferable for Lower Basin water users to voluntarily engage in predictable, smallscale reductions in use – and receive compensation for those reductions – rather than face
large-scale, involuntary, and uncompensated disruptions in water deliveries that could cut
into municipal and agricultural water supplies and create unmitigated economic impacts.

•

Minimizing large, forced disruptions to normal deliveries as a result of shortage
declarations will minimize the threat of unmitigated environmental impacts in the Lower
Colorado River and Delta as a result of significantly decreased deliveries to low-priority
users and corresponding return flows that support environmental values.

•

Market-based programs, with low transaction costs and appropriate mitigation of thirdparty impacts, can offer a reasonable mechanism for minimizing the risk and impacts of
shortage.1

•

Users of Colorado River water in Mexico may wish to participate in short-term
conservation agreements, to reduce the probability of larger, uncompensated future
reductions due to a declaration of shortage under the 1944 Treaty with Mexico.

•

Water can be obtained from agricultural users in the United States, and could be obtained
in Mexico with an appropriate agreement,2 through the use of voluntary, market-based
forbearance programs. Economic studies of Lower Basin agricultural use, as well as
recent leases of water from farmers in this area, suggest that there is a large volume of
water in the basin that could be obtained for $20 - 100 per acre-foot (see Figure 9).

1

Some 4.5 million acre-feet of Colorado River water are used to irrigate crops in the Lower Basin states, and more
than 1 million acre-feet are used to irrigate crops in Mexico. Conservation of between 200,000 and 600,000 acre-feet
through the use of part-year fallowing programs, dry year options, or other similar arrangements would constitute only
4-11% of total Lower Basin agricultural use in the United States and Mexico. (However, as even small-scale reductions
in agricultural water use may have third-party impacts, some portion of funds accrued for the purchase of water should
be set aside to support community economic development in affected areas.) Conversely, without these small-scale
reductions, water users would likely be faced with the need to curtail large amounts of water quite abruptly, with
significant economic consequences. (Shortages of nearly 2 million acre-feet in a single year are predicted by
Reclamation’s model when the 1000 feet elevation is protected at Lake Mead without conservation measures).
2
Such an agreement would likely require a new Minute to the 1944 Treaty with Mexico. Fallowing agreements in
Mexico would have to be administered by the appropriate authorities.
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III. Conservation Before Shortage Policy
The “Conservation Before Shortage” policy essentially consists of two sets of criteria tied
to projected elevations at Lake Mead on January 1 of a given year, according to the Bureau of
Reclamation’s August 24-month study. These criteria consist of three “conservation triggers,”
which impose progressively increasing conservation goals as lake levels drop from 1100 feet to
1050 feet, and a “shortage trigger,” which imposes involuntary shortages in the Lower Basin as
are necessary to accomplish absolute protection of Lake Mead at a minimum elevation of 1000
feet.

(A) Normal Conditions
In years when the 24-month study projects the elevation of Lake Mead on January 1 will
be at or above 1100 feet, the Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) shall determine a Normal or
Surplus (as defined by the Interim Surplus Guidelines) year.

(B) Conservation Triggers
First Conservation Trigger: Below 1100 Feet at Lake Mead
In years when the 24-month study projects the elevation of Lake Mead on January 1 will
be at or above 1075 feet but below 1100 feet, the Secretary will seek to conserve 200,000 acrefeet of water. On behalf of the Secretary, Reclamation will preferentially seek to achieve this
200,000 acre-feet of savings by means of voluntary conservation agreements (including
forbearance agreements) with Lower Basin delivery-contract holders. Additionally, Reclamation
will, to the extent permitted by law and through the appropriate authorities, seek forbearance or
other such water conservation agreements with Colorado River users in Mexico. In the case of
such agreements, U.S. deliveries of Colorado River water to Mexico at the Northerly
International Boundary will be reduced by the total volume indicated by these binational
agreements.
Second Conservation Trigger: Below 1075 Feet at Lake Mead
In years when the 24-month study projects that the elevation of Lake Mead on January 1
will be at or above 1050 feet but below 1075 feet, the Secretary will seek to conserve 400,000
acre-feet of water. Reclamation will preferentially seek to achieve this 400,000 acre-feet of
savings by means of voluntary conservation agreements (including forbearance agreements) with
Lower Basin delivery-contract holders. Additionally, Reclamation will, to the extent permitted
by law and through the appropriate authorities, seek forbearance or other such water conservation
agreements with Colorado River users in Mexico. In the case of such agreements, U.S. deliveries
of Colorado River water to Mexico at the Northerly International Boundary will be reduced by
the total volume indicated by these binational agreements.
Third Conservation Trigger: Below 1050 Feet at Lake Mead
In years when the 24-month study projects that the elevation of Lake Mead on January 1
will be below 1050 feet (minimum power pool absent the installation of low-pressure turbines),
the Secretary will seek to conserve 600,000 acre-feet of water. Reclamation will preferentially
seek to achieve this 600,000 acre-feet of savings by means of voluntary conservation agreements
(including forbearance agreements) with Lower Basin delivery-contract holders. Additionally,
Reclamation will, to the extent permitted by law and through the appropriate authorities, seek
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forbearance or other such water conservation agreements with Colorado River users in Mexico.
In the case of such agreements, U.S. deliveries of Colorado River water to Mexico at the
Northerly International Boundary will be reduced by the total volume indicated by these
binational agreements.

(C) Shortage Trigger
Absolute Protection of Lake Mead Elevation 1000 Feet
The Secretary shall not permit the elevation of Lake Mead to drop below elevation 1000
feet (minimum low-pressure power pool and Southern Nevada Water Authority intakes) at any
time. Shortages to Colorado River contractors shall be implemented in the Lower Basin and in
Mexico3 to the extent necessary to prevent such declines.

(D) Funding Mechanisms
In recognition of the federal government’s continuing national obligation to replace the
MODE bypass flow to Mexico, 43 U.S.C. § 1571(c), the federal government will assume
responsibility for the cost of all conservation agreements up to the volume of the bypass flow that
the Secretary has not otherwise replaced in the year that a conservation trigger becomes effective.
Given the national interest in minimizing both environmental impacts and economic disruptions
resulting from the involuntary curtailment of deliveries to Colorado River users, the federal
government would also assume responsibility for half of the cost of any additional agreements
required to generate conserved water for the “Conservation Before Shortage” policy, pursuant to
the Secretary’s authority under the Reclamation States Emergency Drought Relief Act of 1991
(Drought Relief Act),4 conservation authorities in the Farm Bill, or other appropriate authority
that may be granted by Congress.
To the extent that conservation of water is required beyond that to be funded by the
federal government in the manner described above, conservation activities would be funded
through one or both of the following:
Power Pool Protection Fund
The priority of water used for power generation is considered to be tertiary to that of
irrigation and domestic use under the Law of the River. As a result, Hoover and Glen Canyon
Dams are operated to maintain deliveries to water users regardless of the impact of declining
reservoir levels on power production. However, one of the more significant corollary benefits of
the conservation program described in this proposal, beyond the primary benefit of protecting
water users from involuntary and uncompensated shortages, would be the preservation of power
production at Hoover Dam at higher levels and for longer durations by reducing deliveries for
irrigation, domestic use, and underground storage in a manner that would not otherwise occur
under current practices.

3

In the event that a shortage is declared and is also considered to be an extraordinary drought under the 1944 Treaty,
deliveries to Mexico will be reduced in the same proportion as consumptive uses in the United States are reduced.
4
The Reclamation States Emergency Drought Relief Act of 1991, 43 U.S.C. §§ 2201 et seq., provides the Secretary of
Interior the authority to purchase water “from willing sellers, including, but not limited to, water made available by
Federal Reclamation project contractors through conservation or other means with respect to which the seller has
reduced the consumption of water.” 43 U.S.C. § 2211(c).
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Given the significant loss in generating capacity that has already occurred as a result of
declines in power pool elevations,5 and the even more significant impacts that would be
associated with a total loss of generating capacity, the implementation of “Conservation Before
Shortage” would clearly benefit power purchasers and consumers. As such, it would seem
reasonable to derive a percentage of the funding for the proposed voluntary conservation program
from a modest, conditional surcharge on power rates under existing or renewed contracts for
hydropower produced at Hoover Dam as a means to mitigate against the loss of power head and
stave off the complete loss of power production at Hoover Dam.6 This surcharge could be
imposed in years when Reclamation’s August 24-month study projects that the storage in Lake
Mead falls below fifty percent of its active capacity. The revenues generated by this surcharge
could be collected in a “power pool protection fund,” to be maintained by Reclamation for
expenditure when and if lake elevations reach a conservation “trigger.”
Temporary Cost Recovery/Delivery Surcharges
Pursuant to the Drought Relief Act, the Secretary of Interior is authorized to engage in
water purchases from willing sellers and to seek cost recovery for water delivered from the users
of that water under temporary contracts. 43 U.S.C. §2211(c), §2212(a),(c). Reclamation could
utilize this authority to purchase water through temporary, part-year fallowing arrangements, dryyear options, or similar mechanisms, and would seek cost recovery from Colorado River users.
In recognition of the Basin-wide interest in alleviating the impacts of drought and reducing
uncertainty on the Lower Colorado, and in the interests of encouraging extraordinary
conservation to minimize the likelihood of significant delivery interruptions, the cost of some
portion of conservation agreements, including those with Colorado River users in Mexico, could
be funded through a conservation surcharge imposed on a per-acre-foot basis on all Lower Basin
contractors.
Anticipated Cost of Conservation
Current short-term leasing agreements between farmers and irrigation districts or
municipal water agencies, as well as recent research on the net returns per acre-foot of irrigation
water, suggest that “Conservation Before Shortage” water could be obtained for $20 - 100 per
acre-foot. To ensure that such water remains available in times of increased scarcity (when
market forces might otherwise increase the cost), the Secretary should be granted the authority to
enter into “Conservation Before Shortage option agreements,” similar to existing dry-year leasing
agreements/interruptible supply agreements that have been enacted within the basin states.

5
Largely as a result of declining reservoir elevations, power production at Hoover and Glen Canyon has declined
steadily since the onset of drought conditions in the Colorado River Basin. Annual power production at Hoover fell
from 5,697 gigawatt-hours (GWh) in 1998 to 4,094 GWh in 2003, according to Western Area Power Administration
(WAPA) Annual Reports, 1998 – 2003. A portion of hydropower revenues currently supports the two Upper Basin
endangered fish recovery programs, the Glen Canyon Adaptive Management Program, and the Colorado River Salinity
Control Program; alternative sources of revenue should be identified and implemented to fully fund these recovery
programs. The Department of the Interior should also work proactively with WAPA to identify alternative sources of
power for those Indian tribes that have experienced power shortages, or drastic increases in power costs, due to the
declining production associated with falling reservoir levels.
6
The rates for power produced at Hoover Dam have increased as reservoir levels and power production have declined,
but may still remain well below open market rates. Although annual revenues tend to vary from year to year, revenues
from Hoover Dam power production have generally been in the range of $50 million annually.
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IV. Analysis: Benefits of Conservation Before Shortage Policy
To date, actual shortage criteria for the Colorado River have not been defined. For the
purposes of comparison, a ‘baseline’ was defined as the current operating conditions for the
Colorado River, with the addition of a policy requiring the absolute protection of Lake Mead at
1000 feet (that is, Hoover Dam would not release any water to cause the elevation of Lake Mead
to drop below 1000 feet). The baseline policy does not provide for the implementation of
conservation measures. These ‘baseline’ conditions, reflecting current operating conditions, are
depicted in the following figures.
Analysis of the “Conservation Before Shortage” policy suggests that this policy could
produce significant benefits for Basin water users by:
•

Consistently maintaining reservoir storage and power head above
baseline conditions in average to low flow conditions, resulting in
increased power production and improved power revenues;

•

Significantly reducing the likelihood of involuntary, uncompensated
shortages in the Lower Basin and corresponding, unmitigated economic
impacts;

•

Significantly reducing the likelihood of involuntary and uncompensated
shortages in the Lower Basin at levels above 500,000 acre-feet (the
approximate level at which a shortage imposed by the Secretary would
cut into CAP deliveries, by exceeding the ability of the Arizona Water
Bank to readily buffer the shortage); and

•

Eliminating the risk that elevations at Lake Mead will drop below
minimum power head, improving the reliability of power production and
associated revenues.

The analyses below show the impacts of the “Conservation Before Shortage” (CBS) policy on
reservoir operations based on historic flows in the Colorado River Basin.
Modeling Assumptions
The proposed “Conservation Before Shortage” policy was modeled using Reclamation’s
Riverware model, which is based on historical records of flows in the Colorado River Basin over
approximately the past century. Conservation triggers, as described in Section III, were
implemented at 1100 feet, 1075 feet and 1050 feet, with the assumption that required measures to
reduce Lower Basin consumptive use by 200,000, 400,000, and 600,000 acre-feet, respectively,
would be implemented in years when the January 1 elevation at Lake Mead is below the triggers.
An absolute protection trigger was implemented at Lake Mead elevation 1000 feet, with releases
from Lake Mead to meet delivery obligations to Lower Basin users reduced as necessary to
maintain that level. To avoid even modestly under-predicting the elevations of Mead and Powell
pools, particularly in the near term, this modeling has assumed that the schedule of Upper Basin
depletions will effectively begin with the last reported actual level for CY 2000, will increase at a
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slower rate than projected by the Upper Colorado River Basin Commission through CY 2009,
and will increase at the rate projected by the Commission thereafter.7
For purposes of the model, the minimum objective release out of Lake Powell was
assumed to be 8.23 maf per year (reflecting current operating conditions).8 Alternative scenarios
for conjunctive management were not modeled, and the protection of a minimum power pool at
Lake Powell was not incorporated into this proposal; either or both of these assumptions would
affect the elevation of Lake Powell. Model runs used end-of-year 2004 elevations at Lake Mead
and Lake Powell to establish initial conditions for 2005, and were run through year 2025.
Protection of Lake Mead
Figures 1 -3 show the potential value of implementing the CBS policy, under a range of
average to extremely low flow conditions. These and following figures show that the CBS
policy would greatly benefit the elevation of Lake Mead.
As shown in Figure 1 below, under average conditions, the CBS policy would maintain
reservoir elevations at Mead approximately 30 feet above the baseline policy. As shown by
Figures 2 and 3, the CBS policy would significantly reduce the rate of decline in the lower 25th
and in the very low 10th percentile reservoir elevations for Mead and maintain even these lower
reservoir elevations above the 1000 foot protection level. Model runs showed essentially no
impact of the CBS on the higher 90th percentile Mead elevations, so no figure is provided.

7

See “Estimates of Future Depletions in the Upper Division States,” Upper Colorado River Commission
Memorandum, December 23, 1999. This schedule predicts a 440,000 acre-foot increase in Upper Basin
depletions between 2000 and 2010 and a 542,000 acre-foot increase over actual CY2000 depletions, as
reported in Reclamation’s Consumptive Uses and Losses 1996-2000 report (see Tables UC-1 & UC-6).
Actual increases in Upper Basin depletions water may not keep pace with this schedule, because water that
would otherwise have been utilized has been and may continue to be physically unavailable for depletion in
the Upper Basin due to drought conditions, and in other cases, projects that were proposed to have been
constructed during this period may not yet have been or will not be completed through CY 2009. A slower
rate of increase from 2000 to 2009 was modeled by subtracting four increments of 100,000 acre-feet from
the Commission’s schedule from CY 2005 to 2009. This and all other Riverware modeling exercises
should be revised to reflect actual increases in Upper Basin depletions as soon as more current information
becomes available.
8
This assumption is not intended to endorse or reject the Secretary’s current use of 8.23 maf as the
minimum release objective for Powell, the protection of a minimum power pool at Powell, or proposals for
the conjunctive management of the combined storage of Mead and Powell. Alternative release scenarios
should be incorporated into the modeling for this proposal as they are developed. As a general matter, none
of the assumptions used in this proposal should be construed as an interpretation of the 1922 Colorado
River Compact, the 1944 Treaty with Mexico, or any other aspect of the Law of the River.
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Figure 1. Impact of CBS policy on elevations at Lake Mead, at 50th percentile elevation.
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Figure 2. Impact of CBS policy on elevations at Lake Mead, at 25th percentile elevation.
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Figure 3. Impact of CBS policy on Lake Mead elevation, at 10 percentile elevation.

Probability of Shortages
As noted above, a primary goal of the CBS policy is to significantly reduce the
probability of an involuntary, uncompensated shortage in excess of 500,000 acre-feet (the
approximate level at which CAP deliveries would be reduced beyond that currently utilized for
water banking). As shown in Figure 4, below, the probability of shortages exceeding 500,000
acre-feet is reduced to 5% or less through the entire modeled period under the CBS policy.
By contrast, the probability of shortage under the baseline policy rapidly approaches 30%
during this same period. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5, below, the CBS policy reduces
the probability of any involuntary shortage by approximately 20% over the next 20 years.
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Figure 4. Impact of CBS policy on probability of involuntary Lower Basin shortage greater than 500,000
acre-feet.
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Figure 5. Impact of CBS policy on probability of any involuntary shortage in the Lower Basin.

Probability of Reaching Conservation Triggers
Figures 6 - 8, below, show the relative probability of reaching or exceeding any of the
proposed conservation triggers at 1100 feet, 1075 feet and 1050 feet. As one might expect, the
probability of reaching the first two triggers is highest in the earlier years of the modeled period,
while the probability of reaching the third trigger is higher towards the end of the modeled period.
However, the probability of reaching and continuing to remain below a given trigger for an
extended period of time appears to be low because of the conservation measures tied to the
triggers. For obvious reasons, trigger levels are most likely to be reached under low or very low
flow conditions, and are rarely (if ever) reached under high flow conditions.
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Figure 6. Probability of Lake Mead January 1 elevation occurring in a bounded range of 1100 feet to
1075 feet, with CBS policy in place.
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Figure 7. Probability of Lake Mead January 1 elevation occurring in a bounded range of 1075 feet to
1050 feet, with CBS policy in place.
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Figure 8. Probability of Lake Mead January 1 elevation occurring below 1050 feet, with CBS policy in
place.

Cost of Implementing Conservation Triggers
The cost of implementing conservation triggers is directly related to the cost of obtaining
water using the proposed voluntary, market-based conservation mechanisms. Recent purchases of
water from farmers in the Lower Basin, as well as analysis of agricultural production in this area,
suggest that there is a substantial volume of water used for irrigation which could potentially be
obtained on a temporary basis for $20 - 100 per acre-foot. For example, in 2004, the Imperial
Irrigation District acquired water from its farmers for less than $60 per acre-foot.
As shown in Figure 9, a recent economic study by Environmental Defense into the profits
returned by field crops suggests that slightly more than 2.3 million acre-feet of agricultural water
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is being used by Lower Basin farmers in California and Arizona to produce profits of less than
$100 per acre-foot; more than one million acre-feet of agricultural water is being used to produce
profits of less than $20 per acre-foot. (Figures are based on the average volume of water applied
to produce a crop unit and market rates for each crop, less costs of production.)
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Figure 9. Profits per acre-foot returned on Colorado River water used in the production of selected crops in
9
the Lower Colorado River Basin.

While these figures do not necessarily reflect the amount at which any given water user
would be willing to take part in a part-year fallowing program or agree to a dry-year option, they
do suggest that if an open, market-based approach is used to identify potential participants, a
number of water users in the Lower Basin would probably be willing to temporarily reduce or
forgo the use of water for agricultural production in a price range between $20 and $100 per acrefoot (as the sale of water in this range would produce equal or greater monetary returns to the user
than the use of water to irrigate crops).
In order to mitigate third-party impacts of fallowing, the federal government could establish a
drought economic adjustment fund that would provide economic development grants to affected
communities in the counties of origin. These funds preferentially would go to established countybased farm labor assistance programs to the extent that such programs exist, and could include
lump sum payments to displaced workers based on a percentage of foregone annual income.

9

This graph has not been published elsewhere. For methodology, please contact Jennifer Pitt at
jpitt@environmentaldefense.org. A study using similar methodology, but limited to crop values in the
Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation and Drainage District, has been published previously (Pitt et al., New Water
for the Colorado River: Replacing the Bypass Flow, 6 U. Denver Water L. Rev. 68 (2002)). The study
found a range of prices similar to that represented here for profits derived from water use in that area.
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Using these assumptions for water acquisition costs, Table 1 suggests the approximate range of
costs for implementing each of the conservation triggers under the CBS policy.
Table 1. Approximate federal and power/water user cost of implementation of CBS policy conservation
trigger levels (assumes that water can be acquired temporarily for $20 - $100/acre-foot, and that the
annual federal bypass obligation of 110,000 acre-feet has not otherwise been satisfied).

Trigger
10751100
10501075
Below
1050

Conservation
required

Federal
obligation
(bypass +
50%)

200,000 af

155,000 af

400,000 af

255,000 af

600,000 af

355,000 af

Federal
cost
(millions)
$3 $15.4
$5 $25.4
$7 $35.4

Remaining
Obligation
45,000 af
145,000 af
245,000 af

Water
user cost
(millions)
$0.45 $2.3
$1.5 $7.3
$2.5 $12.3

Power
Surcharge
(millions)
$0.45 $2.3
$1.5 $7.3
$2.5 $12.3

User cost
per af (all
Lower
Basin
users)
$0.06 $0.30
$0.19 $0.97
$0.33 $1.63

Cost of Not Implementing “Conservation Before Shortage” Policy
Although the “Conservation Before Shortage” policy would impose notable costs on
water and power users, and on taxpayers generally, these costs should be compared with the
much larger financial costs that would occur if the Secretary were to impose involuntary,
uncompensated shortages, as well as the costs due to the lack of certainty and reliability that
would exist without the CBS policy. The recent drought and decrease in power production at
both Hoover Dam and Glen Canyon Dam point to the dramatic costs imposed by the loss of
reservoir storage.
If Lake Mead falls to 1050 feet, power rates will need to be increased to an approximate
composite rate of 2.31 cents/kWh, which is a 44.3% increase over current rates. Replacement
power purchases would be (depending on the user) 2.9 to 3.7 times the Hoover rate. In FY03,
replacement power may have cost customers an additional $24 million.
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